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CONFORMAL KILLING VECTOR FIELDS IN
A P-SASAKIAN MANIFOLD

By K6z1 MATSUMOTO

O. Introduction.

Recently, 1. Sat6 introduced a notion of manifolds with P-Sasakian struc
ture and studied several properties of the manifold which are closely similar
to the ones of Sasakian manifolds ([3J, [4J).

It is very interesting and important to study some geometrical properties of
those vector fields which satisfy certain conditions in a Riemannian manifold.

In this paper, we shall show that a necessary and sufficient condition for
a conformal Killing vector field in a P-Sasakian manifold to be concircular
is to satisfy the condition evvp;.= Q:1};. (c. f. Theorem 3.2), and that certain
P-Sasakian manifolds satisfy this condition. Furthermore, we shall prove
that each of the concircular conformal Killing vector fields in a P-Sasakian
manifold is necessarily an infinitesimal automorphism (c. f. Theorem 4.2).

1. Preliminaries.

An n-dimensional P -Sasakian manifold (or normal paracontact Riemannian
manifold) is a Riemannian manifold which admits a unit vector field e sat
isfying

(1.1) V,,1};.-V';.7J,,=O,

(1. 2) VvC',,7J;. = (-gv;.+1}v7J;.)7J,,+ (-g",,+7Jv7)) 7);.,

where g,," and V" mean the Riemannian metric and the Levi-Civita covariant
differentiation respectively, and 7);. g;.,,;" ([3J).

Now, if we put

(1. 3)

then we have

(1. 4)

(1.5)

(1. 6)
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(1. 7) gerP"ef/>/=gp).-7J,,7Jl.

In a P-Sasakian manifold we can prove easily

(1.8) R"",/7J).=g.,,,7JlJ-glJ"'TJ,,,,

(1. 9) Rp).~).= - (n-l) 7J",

(1.10) R"e'P/- R"er).f/>er= (n-2) 'Pp).-y>gp).+2f/>7J,,7J).,

(1.11) Rpef/>/=RJ.e'P"e,

where RfJllJ,,). and R"l are respectively the curvature tensor and the Ricci ten~

sor with respect to gpJ., and 'P is defined as 'Pp).gp). ([2J).
A vector field vl is said to be an infinitesimal paracontact transformation

if for a certain scalar function a it satisfies

(1.12) £(v)7J).=a7J).,

where £(v) denotes the Lie differentiation with respect to vl. Especially, if
a vanishes identically, then vl it said to be an infinitesimal strict paracontact
transformation.

A vector field vl is said to be an infinitesimal automorphism -if 'it 'leaves
invariant three tensors 'P,,)., 'TJ). and gp)., that is,

(1.13) £ (v) 'P/=O, £ (v) 7J).=O, £ (v)gp).=O.

A P-Sasakian manifold whose Ricci tensor satisfies

(1. 14) Rp).=agpJ.+ bTjp7Jl

is called an 'TJ-Einstein P-Sasakian manifold with the associated functions a
and b. For an 7J-Einstein P-Sasakian manifold we proved

PROPOSITION 1. 1. ([5J) Let M" (n>3) be a non-Einstein Tj-Einstein P
Sasakian manifold. A necessary and sufficient condition for the assodated
functions to be constant is that the vector field ~). be harmonic.

REMA.RK 1. 1. If M" is compact orientable, then e-l is harmonic. Thus, in
this case, the associated functions are always constant.

REMARK 1. 2. If e is harmonic, then n is necessarily odd. Thus, in the
case of even dimension, the associated functions are never constant.

We know that the eigenvalues of 'Ppl are 1, -1, and 0 and that the mul
tiplicity of 0 equals 1. Throughout this paper, we assume that each multi
plicity of 1 and -1 does not equal 0, that is, that

(1.15) rp2- (n-1)2*0.

In DJ, the following propositions were proved:
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PROPOSITION 1. 2. If Mn is Ricci parallel, then it is Einsteinian.

PROPOSITION 1. 3. If Mn is symmetric, then it is a manifold of constant
eun'ature - 1.

2. Lemmas.

In this section, we shall prove some lemmas that shall be used in the fol
lowing sections.

LEMMA 2.1. If a scalal' function p in a P-Sasakian manifold satisfies

(2.1)

(2.2)

(J and,: being eel·tain scalar functions and P;.=o;p, then,: is identicall), zero.

P7"00f. Applying the Ricci identity to p). we have

- R.~/p, = (J"g~;. - (J~g").+ ,:"r; ~r;,( - ':,,'YJ"rJ.l

+': (r; ~y"J",( - r;"Ip").) ,

where we put (J"=0"(J and ,"=0.':.
Transvecting (2. 2) with t;"g~", we have

(2.3)

On the other hand, transvecting (2.2) with t;"tp~.l and taking account of (1.
10), we have

(2.4)

By virtue of (2. 3) and (2. 4), we have

(2.5) {tp2_ (n-1)21 ,=0.

(1. 15) and (2. 5) complete the proof of Lemma 2. 1.

LEMMA 2.2. If tp/ in a P-Sasakian manifold satisfies

(2.6)

for a vector field v). and certain scalar functions p and (J, then p and (J are
identically ze7"O.

Proof. From (2.6) and oC (-v) tp= 0, we have

(2.7) PIfJ+(n-1)CJ=0.

Lie differentiating (1. 5) with respect to v.l and using (2. 6), we have

2p(o/-7J~e)+2(Jtp/= - (oC(v)r;~)e-7J/i£(v)e,

from which
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J:. (v)gp}. -:- 2pgp;..

(2.8).(n~l)~+VX!=O.

By virtue of (2. 7) and (2. 8), we get
. ~. :.0. ',:

(2.9) {#- (n-l)2} p= O.

(1. 15), (2. 7) and (2. 9) complete the proof of Lemma 2. 2.

3. Conformal Killing vector fields in a .p-Sasakian ,lJlanifold.

Let vl be a conformal Killing vector field with the associated function p
in a P-Sasakian manifold M". 'Then, by defini.t~on.we have

(3.1)

Especially, if p satisfies

(3.2) p'"p'Qi=agpJ.'

a being a certain scalar 'function, then vl is said to be concircular. More
over, if p is constant, then vl is said to be homothetic.

From (3. 1), we get "

(3.3)

(3.4)

£(v) {..\l =o/p,,+op~P..-P~g..P'·

£ (v) R ohJ1/= 7o:,/"Jl"Pfl+li/f7",PIl-.(P'OJpA)g"p

+ (l!,;pA)g",fI,' ,

where {}fll are the Christoffel symbols with respect to g p;. and P,l-'-'dAp ([6J).

First, let us prove the following

LEMMA 3. 1 The associated function P of a cOn.formal Kill ing vector field
vA in M" satisfies

(3.5)

Proof. Transvectip,g (3~ 1) .with ",peA" '!re ltave

(3.6) efle-£(v)gp;.=2p.

On the other hand, we have

e"eA£ (v)gp;.=ep(£ (v) TJ,.-g,....£ (v) eA) = 2e"£ (v) TJ,..

From (3. 6) and the above C(;Juation, Lemma 3. 1 is proved.

Taking account of Lemmas 2.1 .and 3.1. we shall prove the following

THEoREM 3. 2. Let vA be ~ conformal Killing vector field with the associ
ated function p' in 'M". In order for vl to be concireular it is necessary and
sufficient that p satisfy' .

(3.7)
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(3. 10)

Proof. By virtue of (3.2), it is clear that the associated function .0 of a
concircular conformal Killing vector field satisfies (3. 7). Thus, it is suffi
cient that a conformal Killing vector field -if whose associated function .0 sat
isfies (3.7) be concircular.

We assume that the associated function .0 of a conformal Killing vector
field v.l satisfies (3. 7).
Transvecting (3. 4) with 'Tj.l, we have

(3.8) (£'(v) R",v/)'Tj.l= -'Tj.,V'v,o/l+'TjvV'",.o/l-'Tji{7.,p.l)g"/l

+ 'Tj}, ({7vp},) g"'I'"

By virtue of (1. 8) and (3. 1), we have

(3.9) £'(v) (R.,v/7)).) =2p(g",p'Tjv-g"p'fJ.,) +g",p£(v)7Jv

-g"I'£(v}7j",.

Substituting (3. 8) and (3. 9) in the idei'lity

£(v) (R",v/7J).) = (£(v)RQ)"/)7).l+R",,,/£(v)'Tj),,

we obtain

R",v/£ (v) 7)).=7)",{7vP/l-7),,{7",p/l+e({7",P.l)gvp.

-.;). (V'vP).) g"/l+2.0 (g"'1'7)"-gV/l7)w) +g",p.£ (v) 7)"

-gV/l£(v)'TJ",'

Transvecting (3.10) with .;'" and taking account of (3.7) and Lemma 3.1,
we find

(3.11) (7vPp= (2p-a)gvl'-2(p-a}'YJv'TJw

Thus we have from Lemma 2. 1 and (3. 11)

'(3.12)

This completes the pro~f of Theorem 3. 2.

Contracting gV/l to (3. 10), we have

(3.13) Rw.l£(v)'TJ.l= (P'rP):r;",-2(n-1)pr;..+ (n-2)~(7"'Pr

- (n-l)£(v}7j...

Transvecting (3.10) with rp"I'q>/' and taking account of (1.10), (1.11) and

Lemma 3. I, we have

(3. 14) R r.l£(v)7J.l= (n-l) £(v) 7Jr-2(jJ/'£ (v) 'TJ", -2(n-I)pr;r

+q>.;J.,pr"'P'",.0).- ';).(7rP.l+ (.;'.;r(7.er)r}r'
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Thus we have from (3.13) and (3. 14)

(3.15) 2 (n-l)£(v)1)).-2(jxp/£(v) 1)r+ (eepePr- Prpr) 1)).

- (n-l)~rp).Pr+.p(;T'P/PePr=O.

Comparing (3.15) with the equation that transvects (3.15) with 'P/, we
find

{(n-l)2-'P2} (2£(v)1)).-~PJ.Pr) + {(n-l) (e~rpePr

- Vrpr) +# (2p-~e~f'ePr)}1)).=0.

By virtue of (1.15), Lemma 3.1, and the above equation, we obtain

(3.16) 2£(v)1)).=2p1)).+~rf'J.Pr-(~.t;rp'ePr}1J).·

Next, if we assume that M" is 1)-Einsteinian, then we have from 0.14)
and (3.13)

{a+ (n-I)} £ (v) 1)).= {17rpr-2(n-l)p-bp} 1)).

+ (n-2)e17J.Pr

Substituting (3. 16) in the above equation, we get

(3.17) {a- (n-3) I t?{7;.Pr= {2Prpr-4(n-l)p-b(e~r17.Pr)} 1);.'

Thus we have

CoROLLARY 3. 3. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in an 1)-Ein
stein P-Sasakian manifold satisfying a=t'=n-3 is concircular.

From Remark 1. 2, we have

CoROLLARY 3.4. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in an even di
mensional 7J-Einstein P-Sasakian manifold is concircular.

Especially, if a =t'= - (n -1) in (1. 14) , then the manifold is Einsteinian.
Thus we have from Corollary 3. 3

CoROLLARY 3.5. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in an Einstein
P-Sasakian manifold is concircular.

If M" is a manifold of constant curvature, then its curvature is always
equal to -1 and M" is Einsteinian. Thus we have from the above corollary

CoROLLARY 3. 6. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in a P-Sasa
Man manifold of constant curvature is concircular.

Propositions 1. 2, 1. 3 and Corollaries 3. 5, 3. 6 denote the following

CoROLLARY 3.7. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in a symmetric
or a Ricci parallel P-Sasakian manifold is concircular.
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4. An infinitesimal antomorphisin in a P-Sasakian manifold.

In this section, we shall consider the relation between a conformal Killing
vector field and an infinitesimal automorphism in a P-Sasakian manifold.
M".

First of all, we shall prove the following

THEOREM 4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a conformal Killing
vector field in M" to be an infinitesimal paracontact transformation is that
the vector field be concircular.

Proof. If a conformal Killing vector field v.l with the associated function
p is an infinitesimal paracontact transformation, then we have

£ (v)-r;.l= fr;.l

for a certain scalar function f. Substituting the above equation in (3. 16)
and transvecting this equation with rp/, we have

rp/'r;vf7.lPv = 0,
from which

(4.1)

Hence, by virtue of Theorem 3.2 and (4.1), v.l is concircular. Conversely,
if a vector field v.l is a concircular conformal Killing vector field with the
associated function p, then we have from Theorem 3. 2 and (3. 16)

(4.2)

which means that v.l is an infinitesimal paracontact transformation.

Next, we shall prove

THEOREM 4. 2. A concircular conformal Killing vector field in M" is neces
sarily an infinitesimal automorphism.

Proof. For a concircular conformal Killing vector field v.l with the aSSOCI
ated function p, we have from (3.1) and (4.2)

(4. 3) £(v)r;.l=-~.l.

On the other hand, in a Riemannian manifold, the following identity holds
good ([6J):

(4.4) £(u)P'/luJ-17/l£(u)uJ= (£(u) V.})w"

for any vector fields u.l and uJ.
By virtue of (1.3), (3.3), (4.3), (4.4), and the equation p.!=(p.r;·)e,r.we
have
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(4.5) £'(v)cp,/'= -fXP,/'+ (P.~·) (OI/-1JP~).)·

Taking account of Lemma 2.2 and (4.5), we get

(4.6) p=O.

(3.1), (4.2), (4.5), and (4.6) complete the proof of Theorem 4.2.

From the corollaries and the above theorem, we have the followings

CoROLLARY 4.3. Each of the homothetic conformal Killing vector fields tn

a P-Sasakian manifold is an infinitesimal automorphism.

CoROLLARY 4.4. Each of the conformal Killing 'vector fields in an r;-Ein
stein P-Sasakian manifold satisfying a*n-3 is an infinitesimal automor
phism.

CoROLLARY 4. 5. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in an Einstein
P-Sasakian manifold is an infinitesimal automorphism.

CoROLLARY 4.6. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in a P-Sasa
kian manifold of constant curvature is an infinitesimal automorphism.

CoROLLARY 4.7. Each of the conformal Killing vector fields in a symmetric
or a Ricci parellel P-Sasakian manifolds is an infinitesimal automorphism .
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